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perfectly. With a few exceptions, the budgetary resources in this category made 
ava.ilable tc adults represent only a tiny fraction of the ftmds allotted to the 
education and training of children and adolescents. It is true that the State 
and public organizations have less special responsibilities towards adults tha~ 
towards the yo~~g, sLice adults have of course, a large measure of initiative in 
li1dividual and group activities affecting them; but the overall responsibility 
is indivisible and applies to all sections of the population. In fact it 13 
inc~mbent on the public authorities: 

(i) 

(11) 

genercg.±l_, to include substantial and regularly increasing appropria
tions in State and local budgets to ccver the establishment and 
cperation of adult education instit.u·l:;ions; 

specifically, to take account of the needs of continuing education 1n 
'B.l1 town-planning projects. It is hard to imagine districts and whole 
housing schemes being built without giving priority attention to tlte 
needs of cultural expression, corru";'Junication and the use of leisure. 

Important as the responsibilities of the authorities are in this field 1 they 
1n no way submerge the r8le of private associations and groups, whether trs.d.e 
~l'lions, co-operatives, youth movements, women 1 s associations, et::}. These must 
include education among ti1eir priority aims and activities. In most cases, mvre
over, private bodies have not l!>•alted for the authorities to m.:>ve but have shown 
the way to educational action on behalf of young people and adults. 

The role of schools and universities - - - _ _..,. •'---
The aim of continu1ng educvtion is therefore to brir..g educaticn c.J.oser to 

life - life taking due ~ccount of the demands of the actual nature of modern 
individuals and societies, wh0.1e development is illuminated and guided by the. 
teachings of the human sciences and the requ1rernent3 of economic and social 
development. It is in respcnse to this need that a new type of school - the 
community school - has comP. into e:;r.istence :L'1 variou~ parts of the world, in C01.L.'1-

tries with dif:i.:'el~ent geograph:I.cal, e.Jonomic and polj_ttcal backgrounds. Conununity 
schools he.ITe been extensively &tudied and discussed over recent years. They were 
submitted fo-.-:o ccnsideratJ.on by a meeting of experts i.n Hamburg in 1962 at the 
Unesco Instttute for Ecl.ucat1.:Jn. A report full of interesting ideas was st.~bsequently 
published. In 1964, a regional conference of Asia•• and Oce.:-m5.an countrie::; was 
held in Sydney, e.t which the links between scho·:>ling and e.dult education ware 
examined :f.n the light of ex.pe:dence in tho::>e counti.-1es. The spirit of these insti
tutions, if not their varying forms ar.ld achievement~, :i.s the same. In all ct~.ses, 
the aim is ~o throw open the doors and windc'!l::> of tha school t.-, the outside wo!'ld~ 
using prog1:-amm3s, methods and direct 11.!'-lcs with the comi"IIuni ties concerne(j_ for 
this purpose. 

W'nile preservin.; a common core of 1nst.::'Uct1on allowing for the general re
quirements of intellectual znd civic trajn!ng, the progra~~eR in these schools 
(in Viet-Nam, Maddgascar, rnar1y parts o::" th0 United States and, to a large extent, 
French schcol:;; run c:.,_ the basis of F1'eli1et 1 s theor:!.cs) give an increasingly 
important pld.ce to activities and i.:.J.vestigations cl;treotly con.'1ected with the 
special condi t:l.ons, str-u.;turcs ancl problems of the community in which the school 
operates" It is not sm•p!'i:-~:tng, for example, th:l t the study of the laws and func
tioning of the national, regional and local e.co~omy should ·ha:.re its place in tn:f.s 
structure. Study of the e~wironment, surveys and pa.rticipation in productive or 
social activit.ies from part of the normal teaching methods. Finally, these s·ohools 
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are widely accessible to adults in the district. Parents are naturally e.ssociated 
directly with the school's educatioru~l work. They have their place there and, 
through local parent-teacher associations, the two types of educators regularly 
consult each other and co··cperate in the shared task of bringing up the children~ 
This implies education f0r the parents but, conversely, also gives the teacher an 

· opportunity and a duty to learn more himself. B~..:t parents are not the only adults 
~dmitted or welcomed to the community schools. All the men and women in the 
place are invited to take part in the educational activ:f.ties conducted, en the 
same premises , t.y the same teaching ste.ff. 

It would be a mistake to take too rosy a view of these institutions. Scme of 
them are still very far from perfect.. They are not properly adapted to the needs 
and capacities of adultso They are often able to cover only a few aspects·~f the 
ambitious community school programme- not necessarily those most importo.nt to'the 
life of the district. Much effort will be needed before the teachers, the material 
and logistic arrangements~ the teaching aids ru1d indeed the spirit of the pec:ple 
are equal t.o the high hopes placed in th:i.s new type of ins+..i tution. But t.he 
principle is now established and the idea :!.s bcu.nd to. mke headway. In this 
C)nnexion, it is worth noting that the latest eji..ccs.tional measures taken in Ca.meroon 
provide foro the setting up of multi·~purpose eductt.tional institutions open to achJ..ts 
as well as to cl!ildren~ 

The ldea that schools sho·ld take part in providing more cr less thorough 
instruction for adults who have had little or no schooling is now increasingly 

. accept.ed and more and more generally practised. This is in line with a need felt 
by indi viflxals and societies alike.. In many countrj_es, moreover, this "r'emeC.ial" 
type of achllt education 1s the ouly known and recognized form. Adt:it education 
is confused in people's minds and in practice with ev~ing classes for ur.der
educated men and women. This is the case, to judge by the reports submitted to 
the Montreal Conference, in most of the Latin Jl.me~:.!.can countrieso . In France, 
however, to take one exa.rnple, adults attending evening classes for one purpose or 
another, wl1ether o~ not in con~unction with a correspondence course, number several 
hundred thousand. The same applies to the United States of America and the m)re 
advanced nations as a whole. The type of instruction p:rovidec:'t, of course, often 
goes beyond primary education and extends largely into secondary and vocational 
education. 

Schools have their own special role, sometimes indeed an exclusive role,in 
the huge adult literacy programmes which are, in these years, acqui.ring new 
vigour and range~ The documentation submitted for the Teheran Conferenpe of 
Ministers of Education (September 1965) sllOWS this up clearly. The schjJl 1~ 
the maln base of operations, even if the forces ir..valved are G\ltside its sccpe. 
NeedleGs to say, the schools mu-;;t make particularly active efforts to innovate 
and even to reform themselves if they are to 'be ec;\.l.i::Ll to the new tasks which 
will be increasLngly committed. to them. 
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Hvwever the various forms of action now under way may develops schools have ·every
thing to gain from this close contact and interpenetration between the adult world 
and the world of children and adolescents. It has often been stressed that compul
sory school attendance is at once the soundest and most reliable support of the 
institution but it is also a dangerous hindrance to the progress of ideas and 
methods. Schools are not judged by the criteria of efficiency or even quality, nor 
are they subject to the pressure of these considerations4 However they work)l 
whatever results they achieve, they go on with the backing bo"'~li of the law and the 
aspirations of parents. What they need is supervision of the ~eans they use, since 
children are nat able to devise other modes of schooling or to take a constructive 
stand against forms of organization or methods which are unsuitable or outdated~ 
If schools are to make the necessary innovations, therefore, they must be in touch 
with the outside world, with such other vital social forces as politics, industry, 
pressure groups 1 etc. Adult education which, by reason of the very fact that it 
is not compulsory, has a much wider margin of freedom and initiative, can thus 
serve as the channel tl~ough which new ideas and relationships can be most usefully 
and profitably introduced into children's education .. 

The foregobg remarks on programmes, methods, competition and the public, with 
regard to the opening up of schools, apply first .3r'.d foremost to primary-school 
organization. But. secondary schools are likewise affected by the s.s.me considerations. 
Cnce aga:tn, it is a questicn of adapting institutions to the needs of men in a 
steady process of thinking and construction and not of trying as best we can to 
adapt indiv:lduaJ.s to institutions 'll'lhich are unc;hanging in spirit and in most of their 
methodsft In many co'J.ntries, secondary schcoling is becoming accessible to ever 
broader sections of the populati0n. It is no longer delimited purely in relation 
to an age-·group. In the Soviet Union, for instance, and in the socialist peoples' 
republic::>, workers of all cat.eg-:Jries, white··collar workers, ma~ual workers and 
farmerz, are e:U'olled on a large scale in high schools and colleges where they study 
for the regular examinations and certificates of the official educational system. 
Sometimes they ltave the advantage of study grants a:.."ld spend weeks or months ir:. 
adult high schools; sometimes there are full-sr;ale colleges at their places of work, 
where wcrkers 1 having d~ne their stint on production, can spend three or four hours 
studying lan.gva.ges, literature, mathematics, etc; sometimes - and this is the 
commonest case - they are enrolled for correspondence courses which have the same 
progrrulli~es ~•d prepare for the same certificates as the colleges. 

The universities canno~ stand apart from this general movement: nor in fact 
do they. In n;ore and more countries, insti tutiou:s _ of higher learning are nmV" no 
lcnger content to devote their efforts and resources to the teaching of students 
along traditional 11ness but devote their attention to the educational needs of th~ 
community. 

This interc•:m11nunication is useful both ways. On the one hand, the community 
as a whole needs the enrichme:Llt and strength that can come only from the contribu
tion made by institutions of higher learning; on the other, the universities are 
bound to gain from establishing contacts and intensive exch<mges with those sectors 
in which the forms of our contempora!~ culture are elaborated. 

. The universities can assist in the development of continuing education in a 
~iety of ways. Four main trends are emerging. No one would question the univer
sities' research ~>ction. Adult education raises problems of theory 1 content, ~~d 
m!3thod, the answers to which are worked out partly in day-t.o·-day 2.ction and partly 
t~ough the work of specialists. The universities are the best equ.ipped and often 
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the only qualified bodies to undertaKe methodical work, on a scientific b~~is and 
under scientific control, on many aspects of this problem. r;Andragogy", to borrow 
a term used by Eastern European educaticnistsr must take its place in faculties 
~ institutes alongside other sectors of education. 

It is a generally recognized principle that the university should provide 
training for adult education specialiRts, but this principle is so far applied on 
a very limited scale.. A steady extension of this principle is taking place nnd 
more and more higher institutions are providing regular courses of training, which 
may or may not lead to a certificate, for adult education teachers and administra
tors. 

There i~ a third aspect, of equal importance but mere controversial. Should 
the universities themselves assume responsibility for the instruction or the 
leadership of more or less extensive se~tions of the adult education public? This 
has been the ·rule and the practice for decades past in the United States, the 
United Kingdom and various ether countries influenced by the tradition of the English 
speaking peoples. Elsewhere 1 the ltniversities are coming to interest themselves 
in such special aspects as ad<anced training whereby workers can imp~ove their 
position. · Strong resistance, based on firm principles, i.B.;; o-f eourse, pet up in 
~ quarters. Admitting that the various social contexts and differing traditions 
lead to dissimilar and sometimes conflicting views, it is nonetheless a fac.t that 
the modern lli1iversity has increasingly wide responsibilities. It has to serve the 
many sectors of society which need education at the higher level and to secure the 
wide dissemination throughout society of the achievements of science as it advances 
and of the scientific spirit and scientific methods which provide the soundest 
foundation for the development of countries and for the democratic working of 
institutions. 

Lastly, the universities have to flir~ open their doors to members of the 
population who are qualified fer high-,level study and work even thov,gh they do not 
hold the certifica:t.es generally required for admission to the f.ctcul ties. Theito 
presence among the stuqents"will·make it possible to enrich and broaden the compo
sition of the university pcpulation, where enrolment is all too often limited to 
groups privileged by wealth or position. Another consideration is also of key 
importance •. The developing. countries generally have too few people with the 
appropriate certificates to.fill the universities. Regular x-ecruitment of students 
with a different background," apart trom its general advantages, meets a present 
need peculiar to these countries. 

6. .§pecial as,pect~ 

(a) ~cational research 

The building up of a continuing education system, may have significant· 
effects on the general trend of the theory of education. This aspect has been 
dealt With at· length in the section· of this paper relating to the r6le of the 
schools in continuing education (II.5). 
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(b) Relati~~ between the ~ene~~i~ 

Tr:.e sharp distinction between y•:uth and maturity tends to diminish within 
the context of cont::l..nuing education. Children and adults are in the same situation 
in the senr:e that they have to live intensely the moment (and the insta...."'1.ts) of the 
period of their existence in which they find themselves. They also haYe in common 
the fact toot they are constantly developing and are preparing for the future when 
the present has most reality and meaning for them. The adult no longer has any 
certain models to set as examples before the younger generation. He is able to 
render service only if, 11ke the child, he is p:i.~epared to learn and 1 by his own 
behaviour, points the way of ccn::;tructive dm~bt and research. Among the factors 
making for equality, not the least important is the f'act that, today more than ever 
before, adults are obliged to learn from children and adolescents as. ~uch as they 
are able to offer. This represents a re~Ol.:trce for the adult~ an opportunity to 
advance, and a necessary condition for communication with the younger generations. 

(c) Interrelatio:n of __ school ~?- out-of~· school work 

. In the same way, school work and out-of-school work are tending to draw closer 
together •. In the statement he made to the first International Conference on You-t.h, 

· t:.h.e Polish Profes~o:· Bohda11 Suchodolski gave a masterly illush•ation of this conten
tion. He showed that) historically, schooling and post~school education grew up 
independently of each other. 

"The school should above all teach and, -what is more, teach far from what 
one· calls r.the turmoil" of l~fe ••• Out-of-school education should, above 
all, guide ycung people's aetivity and give them experience in the field of 
social co-operat1on 1 travel, f;port, teclmology) the theatre, the cinema and 
art~.. At school the authoritarj.an system prevails, whereas in out-of-school 
activity young people's independence is respected". 

The author went on to say: 

"_Such a divided approach in educ~·-tion could not be Justified. It clearly 
showed that in these two systems of education - school and out-of.;.school -
the basic principles and the aims in view were quite different.. This being so, 
out-of-school education was not a complement to school education but in 
opposition to it. It did not make for a l'ational divisinn of labour or 
colla.bc.ratlon; · it could be considered, at best, as a remedy for the defi
ciencies and G.isappointrnents that young people had encountered at school". 

Professor Suchodolski; after considering several·hypotheses, came to the conclusion 
that: 

"We must ••• reform the style of our work in school along the lines of out-of
school education". 

It could not be better put and it is enough to refer the reader to the 
Professor'n paper which contains a nurnbe~ of practical proposals for linking up 
school and out-of·-school activities for young people (document UNESCO/ED/211 ). 
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(d) _9ontributic1n to inter!}.§::tional understanding 

The observations made with regard t.c relations between the generations 
likewise appJ:.y in part,·to relations betHeen peoples and cultures~ The ideas of 
development, underdevelopment, advanced or backward civilizations, mAY be ju$tified 
in relation to _the structures and the material, physical and social equipment of the 
countries concerned .but are very much less .so in connex:i,on with cuJ.tureo If' we 
accept the blisic arguments·adva:..;.~ed on the subjeGt of continuing education with 
regard to the relative nat1..u-e of' all knoN"ledge, the fact that it evolves, the need 
for constant questionir~ of the content and form of e~eryonets cultural experience, 
no matter what level may have been reached, and, by way ofcorollary~ the obligation 
for everyone to move steadily forward and to talk things out with himself (rather 
than with others), then any attitude of supertority or inferiority in relation to 
others begins to disappear~ The gY.'ound is cleared for better understanding based 
on a just and widespread awareness of the fundamental identity of situations. If 
we accept the idea that understanding is sustained by equality and strengthened by 
exchanges on an equal footing, then conti.nuing education is a powerful factor in 
the equalizing process, and hence in securing gentline cOinmunication between indivi
duals and groups belonging to different civilizations •.. 

(e) Teachers and the~r traini!Y£ 

Since continuing education informs the whole of life, educational respon
sibilities are widely spread. In fact, everyone is, at one and the same time, ~he 
"educand" and the educator. ·To take some obvious examples, h1,15pand an<i wife, and 
parents; have educational responsibilities of steadily growing importance. Any.- : 
position of authority, involving management, guidance, ·advice,·support and assis~ 

: tance involves educational functions which are often a major item-in professional 
duties. Certain members of our societies have a particularly obvious educational 
r8le; doctors, agricultural extension workers? forem~n, rninisters of all religions, 
executives. and those in charge of trade union and co--operative action, social · 
welfare workers, etc. Naturally, professional-educators held a key po$ition in. 
this huge group but, contrary to what they very often imagine 1 their function is 
by no means exclusive. 

The. objectives, means and situations involved. in. continuing. education must 
.therefore form an integral part cf the training of all these categories· of educators, 
either before or during the practice of their profession. There can be no question, 
in so brief a paper, of outlining special training programmes but it may be well 
to mention a certain number of guidir~ principles. 

Firstly, it would seem essential to awaken a substantial proportion of 
professional people to their responsibilities and opportunities in this field. 

· ~ are unaware of them, either because they have never thought of the matter or 
because they draw a r:marp dis.tincti on between practical and educational . work, · or 
because they do not feel competent. They should therefore be given explanations 
and all the necessary demonstrations to convince· them ·and show the paths to be . 

··followed. 
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It is also essential that educators, whatever their background and situatio~ 
should have a broad knowledge of the la'~ti! ·gc-verning the development of the perso
nality. What are the stages and the p;..-'1.-ths follcwed in t:1e process of becoming 
mature? What are the aims and methods of learning in its various forms? \<That are 
the qualities and abilities which need to be developed if the individual is to 
answer the various questions with whtch life confronts him intelligently and wisely? 
Nobody has enough intuitive knowledge to move with sureness and skill through this 
network of basic problems. Study and traini~~ both theoretical and practical, are 
needed, plus, naturally, some introduction to the methods and renu.l ts of sociolo
gical investigations. 

Finally, the educators must acquire the knowledge and the ability to handle 
the methods and techniques of adult education wltlch, over more than a century of 
research and achieve~ment, has devised, tried and tested instruments for continuing 

. education. 

(f) Attenua!.!£_~ of failure 

Orie of the most important consequences of the introduction of a coptinuing 
education system is that failu:L'e ceases to matter or, at any rate, matters much 
less. We have seen that as things are c~gani2ed ru1d run at present, m~<y of those 
who start ~cl1ooling either fail to complete their titudies or are eliminated by the 

_harsh workings of selection. Without going into the unfortunate and sometimes 
inhuman consequences of this wastage, it is ec~nomic nonsen~e. En~,~ous quantities 
of material and intellectual capital; sl1.:ill, time and fil.:ancial resources are 
invested ln undertakings where it is known in advance that a high proportion is 
doomed from the outset to to-tal or partial failure~ In point of fact 1 the knowledge 
acquired at school, whatever it may be, is a positive factor on the basis of which 
and with the help of which all men, no matter what level they may have reached, have 
to build their lives and fulfil a cultural destiny~ rft1is is obviously possible 
only within a global system where adults, having regard to their age and €ducational 
background, can continue educational activities a~propriate to their intellectual 
l-evel, their -curiosity and the collective needs of society. Continuing education 
is.therefore the only means of making educational processes as a whole fully 
effective from the economic point of view no less than from the intellectual and 
spiritual pJirrts of view. In this respect, economists and educ~tors are in the 
same position, so that common solutions can be found for their differing concerns. 

All thG.t has been said so fal:" about continuing education naturally applies 
to both men and women and we have not felt it necessary to make distinctions between 
them •. Nonethelezs, it would seem that continuing education is probably even more 

. important for women ti'la.n for meno By and large, where men are concerned, there is 
continuity bet~een what they learn when they are young and what they do wh~n they 
are grm"'!l up. Where woman are concerned, such continuity is the exception. Marriage 
and motherhood confront them with respon3ibilities and tasks which have scarcely 
any resemblance with that they have been taught or with their adolescent aspirations. 
They find themselve;o uuder the still more imperative obligation to make' a series of 
readjustments which car: be satinfactorily achieved only through educational efforts 
which support and supple~ent the legislative and social measures taken on their 
behalf. One of the major readjustments has to be made when women have finished 
brlnging up their children and have to f'ind a vital link with society again, whether 
tl1rough employment or in some other form. 
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III. RESEARCH A..>.JD srti'DIES 

Among the means used for the purpur:;es of continuing education, whether j t take 
the form of self·-education or the education of others, a special plac.e must be 
allotted to the human sciences nnd, mere especially, to psychology, characterology, 
and sociology. The way to the self-knowledge that Socrates recownended must hence
forth lie in these sciences. There is no o·Gher means s apart from the irreplaceable 
lesson~ of experience, of seeing where one stands in the social landscape as a 
whole, making an exact appraisal of each individual'~ r8le and discovering the 
constants and the bases of temperament and character that underlie fleeting impres
sions and sensationso On the basis of such knowledge (which must be continually 
renewed and stimulated) it is possible to trace out the_broad lines of an intellec~ 
tual and spiritual destiny. In the relations between husband and wife 6 in the horne 
or at work, familiarity with the well established findings of specialists in these 
disciplines is of invaluable as~istffi~ce net only in guiding action and behaviour 
but also in acquiring the profoundly desirable elements of wisdom. 

The field of study concerned is;enorrnotis. It includes, among other things, 
research on the needs and aspirations of the various social groups, the content of 
vocational· training programmes, th~---la~s of psycholo"gical" development and learning 
in relation to environments, occupationn and temperaments, comparative studies on 
methods used in teaching and demonstration, the links between the aims of action 
-and those of education,· the historica.J.: precedents for continuing education, the 
links.between continuing education ·arid·the main trends of -contemporary thought, 
the place and the r8le of science, systematic research on the problem of motivation, 
communication techniques, etc. 

IV. PROBIEMs FOR DISCUSSION 

As mentioned several times in this document, continuing education in no way 
represents a fixed and ·Well classified.complex:of theories and practical-achievements. 
For the present, it refers to certa~n types of undertakings which provide continuity 
in educational action together with working hypotheses, projects and convergent 
~fforts desisned to give a greater ·degree of coherence·and integration to the 
thee~ <and practice ·or education.:· · ·. 

This means that the analyses and proposals outlined above are provisional and 
exploratory; and. eminently :t•equire criticism and discussion. The Committee will 
ceriainly~ sift what haS been said in· the various chapters and paragraphs so as to 
separate the sound ~om the more doubtful adding or omitting as it sees fit. 

Without wishing to prejudge the gener.al. framework of the discussion, however, 
it seems well to submit to the Committee a certain number of points which deserve 
particular attention: 

1. What are the factors of all kinds (technological, economic, sociological, 
psychological, philosophical, etc.) which make continuing education essential in 
our time? To what extent and in what way do these factors influence the programmes 
and Qethods of such education? 

2. Which items, in what is already being done, are best suited, in the various 
types of societies, to advance the ai.ms imd the practice of continuing education? 
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3- How should the worl< of such traditional educational inntitutions as school·.:. 
and univei'Sities, that of adult education bodies, a.'ld out-of-school activitiei3 1 

be cn-ordinated and harmonized in a coherent plan of continuing education? 

4. What are the practical implicatlons of the acceptance of the principles 
of continuing education as regards the work of the following: 

1. the public authorities (parliaments 1 governments, local authorities~ etc.) 
ii. non--governmental bodies 
iii. research and training institutes 
iv. educators 

in the following fields: 

(a) educational planning 
(b) legislative and t'inancial measures 
(c) organization of work and leisure time 
(d) training of teach~rs 
(e) establishment and distribution of leave (regular leave and leave for 

study purp·>ses) 
(f) educational buildinp:s 
(g) distribution and construction of special establishments for the purposes 

. of adult education and programmes for young peop~e of out:.of~school 
activities 

(h) t.:;wn pla.llling and housing schemes . 
( i ) regional development programmes~ etc. 

5. What contribution do the hunan sciences make to continuing education? 
What specific research should be undertaken? 

6. The Committee may wish to devote part of its examination to the special 
problems raised by continuing education for women. 

7.. Wl':L~t general contribution and what partinular services are to be expected 
from Unesco for the study of.the theory of continuing education and the carrying 
out of practical programmes in this field? 

8. In the light of its consideration of the matter, does the Committee~consider 
that the term "continuing education" is acceptable? That it corresponds to its 
object? That it is useful and effective? 

6r has the Committee any other proposals to make with regard to terminology 
in this sector? 
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